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Potable Sustainability

C

Castle Rock Cuts Ribbon On New Plum Creek WPF
To Begin Sourcing Renewable Tributary Water

olorado water law was initiated in 1879 to govern
the diversion of surface water for agriculture use
along the Front Range. Legislation designated 10
Front Range water districts and allocated an estimate of
annual surface flows to each, then authorized a Water
Commissioner in each district to prioritize their respective allotment between ditch owners serving their district
based on the Prior Appropriation Doctrine of “first-intime, first-in-right.” The course of action taken made
Colorado the first state to provide for distribution of
water by public officials.
In 1881, the Office of the State Engineer was created
to supervise the 10 Water Commissioners, which first
required the new SEO to measure and document annual
surface flows across Colorado’s eastern plains. After a
profusion of reservoir construction by ditch companies
to capture spring runoff, it became evident by
1890 that many streamflows were over-appropriated. Pursuing new sources of water, wells
were drilled to tap groundwater, and areas east
of Denver were found to be quite bountiful.
In the 1960s, US Geological Survey began
mapping the rock formations east of Denver and
discovered a layered sequence of sandstone
bedrock stretching from Greeley to Colorado
Springs and from the Front Range foothills to
Limon. Dubbed Denver Basin, the 6700 squaremile area was found to maintain four aquifers
within five geologic formations. The water here
has been trapped within pores of the bedrock at
depths down to 2300 feet since the land formed
over 50 million years ago.
More than any other factor, Denver Basin
aquifers have allowed Front Range population
to grow exponentially over the last 50 years. A
1985 legislatively-mandated study of the aquifer
system by Colorado Division of Water Resources
estimated the four aquifers contained 295 million acre-feet of water, about half of which was
considered recoverable. According to Colorado
Foundation for Water Education, approximately
4200 wells are authorized to pump 325,000 acrefeet of water from Denver Basin aquifers annually. The lowering level of water in the aquifers
has resulted in the need for deeper wells, clearly
proving the resource to be non-renewable, at
least in our time. Municipal water providers who
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continue to “mine” these aquifers are working together
to reduce their reliance on groundwater by developing
alternative, sustainable sources of supply.
An estimated 85 percent of Colorado’s water is (still)
used for agriculture, though purchasing such existing
water rights is becoming less of an option at any price.
Instead, communities are working to become more efficient in their water use through conservation, partnering
and reuse. In its quest to convert 75 percent of its water
supply to renewable sources, Town of Castle Rock is
doing all that – and more with the completion of its new
Plum Creek Water Purification Facility.
As Seat of Douglas County, one of Colorado Territory’s
original 17 counties, the Town has water rights dating
back to 1860. The Town exercised its surface water rights
until the 1990s, when increasing urban influence on the
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Plum Creek Water Purification Facility is
located adjacent to East Plum Creek
within Town of Castle Rock. The site is
basically equidistant from the Town’s
two well fields, bottom, from which the
WPF’s source water is pumped from
the creek’s alluvium. Chart at right summarizes the Town’s strategy to establish
a 75 percent renewable water supply.
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receiving streams and lack of adequate treatment technology made Denver Basin groundwater the Town’s
supply of choice. That’s understandable because groundwater has always been a clean and reliable, easy to secure
and treat source. After more than a century of plenitude,
however, that source water is now known to be finite –
and depleting steadily.
“Long-term water sustainability requires a source
of renewable supply,” explains Castle Rock Director of
Utilities Mark Marlowe, PE, “and that requires harvesting
precipitation. Castle Rock is fortunate to have junior and
senior tributary water rights on East and West Plum Creek,
yet that water differs in quality from the deep groundwater we extract from the aquifers. The new water purification facility is specifically designed to treat this tributary
water, and that source water is now being delivered to
customers.”
Under Colorado law, rights to groundwater tributary
to surface streams are appropriated as renewable surface
water, though the tributary water is technically “groundwater under the direct influence of surface water.” Regulation of tributary wells was deemed necessary in the
1960s to prevent injury to holders of senior surface water
rights. The State’s Water Rights Determination and
Administration Act of 1969 required SEO, now the Division
of Water Resources, to administer groundwater rights by
priority in concert with surface water.
Exercising its previously-used rights by putting the
tributary water back to direct beneficial use, Castle Rock
is again pumping East Plum Creek alluvium water from
eight wells no more than 75 feet deep to the new PCWPF
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– meaning the Town’s water supply no longer comes exclusively from non-renewable Denver Basin groundwater.
The alluvial water is replenished by rain and snowmelt
comprising the creek, making this water source renewable. The Town has essentially transitioned to 35 percent
renewable water annually, reducing its proportionate
need for groundwater from its 52 deep wells treated at its
four other purification facilities. Total acre-feet of water
the Town will receive from the alluvial wells will depend
on the hydrologic cycle, i.e., how much precipitation drains
into East Plum Creek and how often the Town’s rights
come into priority. Ultimately, the new alluvial wells,
PCWPF and transmission piping have the potential to
capture, purify and deliver up to 9000 acre-feet of water
per year to the Town by around 2065.
Castle Rock currently delivers approximately 6500
acre-feet (2.1 billion gallons) annually to customers.
Future demand is expected to more than double to
15,400 a/f. The Town is currently exploring all options for
increasing its raw water supply.
Castle Rock Utilities Department budgeted $22.6
million for PCWPF, associated alluvial wells and pipeline,
with the project funded through existing certificates of
participation. Castle Rock hired Englewood-based Project
One Integrated Services LLC, an owner’s representative
and project management firm, in late 2010 to assist in

managing the project and to implement a formal process
for team selection. In March 2011, the Town contracted
with Burns & McDonnell Engineering Co. Inc. to provide
professional engineering services for the new purification
facility with an initial capacity of 4 MGD expandable to
12 MGD. The 115-year-old Kansas City-based company
completed 30 percent of the facility’s design before
assisting the Town and Project One in selecting a GC/CM to
participate in a collaborative project delivery environment.
Three prequalified firms submitted proposals along with
their qualifications, fees and budgets, then reconciled
with the Town, Project One and Burns & McDonnell to
establish an Initial Guaranteed Maximum Price. In October
2011, Salida-based Moltz Construction Inc. was chosen as
the GC/CM. Ground was officially broken in November
after the Town released the first work package, for early
foundation and sitework, as design efforts continued for
the balance of the project which would constitute the
second work package. With the design finalized, Moltz
provided its Final Guaranteed Maximum Price for the
entire project. Aboveground construction began in spring
2012, with the structure fully enclosed by August. In September, Town Council approved a $1.4 million contract

Mark Marlowe, PE, New Castle Rock Utilities Director

O

n April 2, Mark Marlowe was formally introduced
to Town Council as Castle Rock’s new Director of
Utilities. He brings 15 years’ experience to the position,
the last 10 spent with Dalton Utilities in Georgia as senior
vice president over water, wastewater and stormwater
services.
“Mark is intelligent and detail-oriented, yet very comfortable with the big picture,” said Town Manager Mark
Stevens at Marlowe’s introduction. “He
is engaging, a strong communicator and
a quick study. We are confident he will be
able to hit the ground running.”
Marlowe had been seeking a careergrowth opportunity that also offered
excellent quality of life for his family, so
Castle Rock was a perfect fit. His technical experience helped him stand out
among a pool of more than 55 applicants
that resulted from a nationwide search.
“The job was immediately appealing
to me,” Marlowe says, “because the
importance and value of water is paramount to life in the western US.”
Working cooperatively on water
issues is comfortable for Marlowe, as
he chaired the North Georgia Water
Resources Partnership. A licensed pro- Mark Marlowe.
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Continued on page 35

fessional engineer, he holds Bachelor’s degrees in math,
Russian and civil engineering and a Master’s degree in
environmental engineering.
The Utilities Department oversees these areas:
• Water and water resources – procurement, treatment, distribution, sales and storage; capital improvement projects; securing and managing long-term water
supplies; and water conservation programs;
• Wastewater – system planning and
engineering; lift station and sewer line
operation and maintenance; capital
improvement projects; and wastewater
conveyance;
• Stormwater – long-term planning;
capital improvement projects; and floodplain program administration, including
inspections, operation and maintenance,
continued implementation of permit
requirements, FEMA flood mapping and
master plans for all major drainageways
within the Town.
Marlowe replaces Ron Redd, who resigned his role with Castle Rock Utilities
in December after 11 years to become
manager of Parker Water & Sanitation
District. ●
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Variable Influent Quality Requires Adaptability In Purification Process

T

hrough a network of drainages, nature shoulders the
subject to natural impurities, such as calcium and sulfites,
task of consolidating precipitation and distributing it
but basically free from influences of life on Earth.
to communities as a renewable source of raw water for
“Castle Rock’s four other water purification facilities
potable supply. While it can be a long way from headare designed to treat deep groundwater,” explains
waters to tap for Front Range Colorado communities,
Utilities Department Assistant Director Tim Friday, PE.
surface water is perhaps never so far from mass con“The new facility is sourcing water from East Plum Creek’s
sumption as it is while flowing through town. The journey
alluvium, making it groundwater under the direct influfrom local creek to customer is a costly proposition.
ence of surface water. The EPA dictates enhanced treatThat cost is something Town of Castle Rock has prement for surface water and any water that connects with
pared itself for and is now beginning to shoulder with the
it to remove microbial pathogens, which are common in
coming online of its new Plum
overland flows from a multitude
Creek Water Purification Facility.
of sources.”
There’s much more investment
Burns & McDonnell was seto come over the next 50 years
lected from a prequalified list of
as the Town acts to ultimately
engineering firms by Town of
convert 75 percent of the puriCastle Rock to design PCWPF.
fied water it provides customers
The challenge was to design an
from non-renewable to reneweasily-expandable facility that
able sources.
could begin operating immedi“Securing water for our
ately, all within a clearly defined
Blowers aerate WPF’s influent as it enters the plant
future is probably the most
budget. Burns & McDonnell’s
to promote oxidation of dissolved metals, primarily
important accomplishment our iron and manganese.
goal was to provide as much as
community will make during our
possible toward the facility’s
generation,” says Castle Rock Water Resources Manager
ultimate build-out for the funds budgeted.
Heather Beasley. “Long-term water solutions must be
PCWPF’s purification process begins with removal
implemented now to create a sustainable water supply.”
of dissolved and suspended metals, primarily iron and
Castle Rock has long tapped groundwater from
manganese. While high levels of the two metals do not
Denver Basin aquifers some 2000 feet below the Town.
present health concerns, aesthetic reasons – taste and
The aquifers extend along the Front Range from Greeley
appearance primarily – sway their removal.
to Colorado Springs, meaning many other communities,
“To precipitate the metals into an insoluble form that
too, have depended on this source water for their sustewill settle, the water is first aerated to promote oxidanance. Trapped while the earth was forming, the deep
tion,” says Burns & McDonnell Environmental Engineer
water has been isolated for millions of years, making it
Anthony Beeson, PE, who served as the firm’s project

Inclined plate settlers, manufactured by Golden-based Meurer Research Inc., provide a fast, efficient way to remove solids from
water by increasing the settling surface area while decreasing vertical settling distance. When flow is introduced to the basin, it
enters the plates through inlet ports and rises between each inclined plate. Coagulated metals and other suspended solids settle
onto the plates and agglomerate until the heavy sludge slides down the plate to the bottom of the basin where it is removed by
sludge collection equipment and piped to the wastewater reclamation facility for processing. Clarified water emerges through the
outlet pipes at the top of each plate and is discharged into the collection troughs for the next stage of the purification process.
18
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manager at Castle Rock. “Potassium permanganate,
and ferric chloride are then dispersed through a rapid mix
process to destabilize suspended particles. Flocculation
promotes contact of the suspended metals and other
particles that join together into larger particulates that
settle in the sedimentation basin. The water then flows
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through greensand filters where remaining solids are
further removed. The natural media in the greensand
filters is coated with potassium permanganate to oxidize
any remaining dissolved metals. By adding the potassium
permanganate to the water upstream of the greensand
filters, the process continually recharges the coating on
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Product Review

Microfiltration Of Membrane System Provides Multiple Benefits

U

One of PCWPF’s four granular media filters equipped with greensand, above. Stainless steel center column being installed, right,
distributes flow through the four filters by gravity and isolates an
individual filter during backwash.

the greensand filter media.”
Membrane filtration is the heart of the purification
process because this is where biological contaminants
are removed. Membrane filters are absolute barriers to
pathogens and other particulates greater than 0.1 micron,
as required by the Federal government’s Safe Drinking
Water Act originally passed by Congress in 1974.
The membrane filtration system was procured by the
Town after a pilot project was completed by Englewoodbased engineering consultant CH2M HILL. Microza™
membranes supplied by New York-based Pall Corporation
and its local distributor Water Control Corporation were
selected through a competitive process and served as the
basis for Burns & McDonnell’s final design. Each of three
trains has a capacity of 2 MGD for a total system capacity
of 4 MGD with one redundant train. Individual modules
house the membrane fibers and combine to form three
racks each containing 64 membrane modules.
“The system consists of micro-filtration pressure

Castle Rock’s Walter Schwarz explains how the membrane
system functions to provide micro-filtration.
20

membranes,” Friday says. “The rated pore size of the
membranes is 0.1 micron, allowing the Town to receive
99.9 percent removal credit for both giardia and cryptosporidium.”
“A major factor in the design of the pretreatment
system was to oxidize and remove all iron and manganese
prior to the membranes to prevent fouling,” Beeson adds.
In the clearwell, water maintains an adequate
amount of contact with sodium hypochlorite to provide
disinfection. Ammonia is added during the finished water
pumping stage to create chloramines to provide disinfection through the distribution system. Ammonia blends
with the chlorine in the sodium hypochlorite to create a
slightly weaker but more stable and reliable disinfectant
than chlorine alone. Chloramines produce lower levels of
disinfection byproducts because they will not as readily
combine with Total Organic Compounds.
“Chlorine can react with naturally-occurring materials
– TOCs – in the water to form disinfection byproducts,”
Friday adds, “which might pose health risks. Surface
water has significantly higher levels of organics than well
water, so using chloramines in place of chlorine reduces
environmental impacts and associated health risks from
pathogens for this source water. Both chlora-mines and
chlorine, however, can impact kidney dialysis treatment,
aquatic life and business and industries that rely heavily
on highly-processed water, so the Town has recommended
relatively simple procedures to remove the disinfection
agents from the water for those adversely effected.”
Continued on page 22
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nder the Safe Drinking Water Act, USEPA sets legal
limits on the levels of certain contaminants in drinking
water. These limits reflect both the level that protects
human health and the level that water systems can
achieve using the best available technology. EPA also
stipulates acceptable techniques for treating drinking
water and testing schedules and methods that water
providers must follow.
Pall systems with Microza™ membrane modules were
selected by Town of Castle Rock for its new Plum Creek
Water Purification Facility. The polymeric microfiltration
membranes provide protection against bacteria and virus
contamination while also removing organic and colloidal
contaminants such as silica. The systems yield other
benefits to water providers and the overall treatment
process as well.
“These systems require minimal operator attention,
chemical consumption and maintenance,” explains Bill
Peretti with Denver-based Water Control Corp., the local
manufacturer’s rep for Pall Corp., “as well as less space
in the plant than multi-media and other filter systems.
Membrane systems are efficient with greater than 95
percent recovery, less waste production and simplified
operation, resulting in the lowest cost of ownership.”
Microza microfiltration modules feature hollow fiber
membranes having a uniformly smooth, tight skin on both
the inside and outside of the fiber. Feed water flows from
the outside to the inside of the fiber, producing exceptionally clean water and eliminating stagnant areas on the
permeate side. Large membrane area results in high flow
rates per module while membrane surfaces minimize
entrapment and facilitate cleaning.
At PCWPF, three racks each contain 64 membranes
and provide a treatment capacity of 2 MGD. With one rack
offline for cleaning at all times, the system output is rated
at 4 MGD. Automatic backflushing of one rack occurs as
Three racks of 64 membranes each provide microfiltration of pretreated source water before disinfection and distribution to Castle Rock customers.
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often as every 20 minutes depending on transmembrane
pressure. Backflush water is recycled by being mixed with
plant influent.

Pall membrane modules are easily installed in racks at Castle
Rock’s new Plum Creek Water Purification Facility.

“Reducing or eliminating chemicals reduces the production of sludge and the need for its disposal,” Peretti
adds. “And of course it reduces chemical cost and the
need for onsite storage and handling.”
Pall systems with Microza modules are very efficient
at removing metal oxide particulate from source water.
Dissolved metals, primarily iron and manganese, are
present in the tributary water Castle Rock is pumping
to PCWPF. Oxidized metals that make it through the
preliminary treatment process are removed through the
microfiltration of the membranes, however a major objective of the new WPF design is to minimize membrane
fouling from precipitated metals to maximize system
efficiency. ●
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Utilities Department key personnel include, from left, Matt Kramer; Tim Friday; Mark Marlowe;Tim Lambert; and Walter Schwarz.
Continued from page 20

While the chloramine disinfection process is new to
Castle Rock’s water customers, many municipal and private water providers across the United States and Canada
have used this disinfectant for decades and found it to be
safe and effective. Denver Water, who sources renewable
water for customers, has been disinfecting water with
chloramines since 1917.
“The new Plum Creek Water Purification Facility
will eventually be treating surface water from different
sources,” Beeson concludes, “resulting in varying and
as yet unknown water quality of the influent. More TOCs
in the source water increases the potential for microbial
contaminants like giardia and cryptosporidium to be pres-

ent, making chloramines the most effective disinfection
agent. In fact, the Town has eliminated the use of free
chlorine at its other purification facilities by retrofitting
them to chloramines.”
“Burns & McDonnell was able to provide the Town
with a water purification facility design that can easily be
expanded as necessary to meet future demand,” affirms Friday. “Additional basins will be constructed
and filtration added to increase treatment capacity
and additional pumps and pipes will be installed to increase distribution capacity, while the chemical feed systems and clearwell are already constructed to handle
the ultimate facility capacity of 12 MGD. All in all, the
Town is very pleased with the entire project.” ●

Main electrical room, right. PCWPF’s SCADA
system is integrated into the Town’s existing
system that controls its raw water wells, other treatment facilities, booster stations, etc. Brighton-based AmWest Control Inc.
provided the system and installation at PCWPF. Pall Corp.’s programmable logic controller system with operator-friendly touch
screen control panel, left, features pre-programmed sequences for the completely automated system.
22
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Schedule Dictates Cold Weather Start To Plum Creek WPF Construction

A

collaborative approach to project delivery respects
contractor responsibilities by giving them a voice
during design. The method allows experts to bring their
best ideas together for the owner’s – or in the case of
public works, citizen owners’ – benefit. To be selected a
project teammate, would-be partners are often required
to venture a preliminary budget. Since final design is yet
to be determined, contractors must rely on experience to
submit a price that covers all risks yet is still competitive
in bidding. The process typically reduces the potential
for cost overruns due to change orders and/or redesign,
just one of various conceivable advantages that appeal
to owners.
“On the Plum Creek Water Purification Facility
project,” explains Senior Project Manager Toby Reid with
Salida-based Moltz Construction Inc., “the prequalified
bidders had to base their proposals on a design that was
only 30 percent complete. We were awarded the job and
were performing sitework while the bulk of the design
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was being completed. While that’s somewhat common
for us, it always creates uncertainty that we can influence
but not control.”
Still, Reid says, it helps the owner – in this case, Town
of Castle Rock – get what is needed at a fair and competitive cost – while the contractor gains from the end-user’s
perspective.
“This is an experience business,” adds Eric Moltz,
president of the 24-year-old employee-owned business.
“Being involved in the design and working directly with
the owner and engineer provides the opportunity to grow
as professionals and therefore as a company.”
Continued on page 26

Site required over-excavation of clay soil, top, before
basins could be dug, yet earthwork was still completed
before the threat of freezing soil. Heaters and tarps
were used to facilitate concrete curing so that aboveground construction could begin in spring.
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Moltz crews broke ground in October 2011 and scrambled to get as much earth moved as possible before
freezing temperatures ushered in the change of season.
The contractor used excavators and articulated trucks to
first cut and fill the site, which was formerly home to the
Town’s wastewater treatment lagoons.
“The first task was to knock down berms about 15
feet tall that at one time formed drying beds for wastewater sludge,” Reid continues. “We primarily used excavators and an articulated truck to cut and fill the 4.5-acre
jobsite. As we excavated for the new plant’s basins, we
hit clay at about 22 feet, which required over-excavation.
Soil testing helped to identify favorable, granular material
onsite that we were able to use as structural fill.”
The geotechnical aspects of the project were somewhat compounded when the location of the WPF was
flip-flopped on the project site. Final design repositioned
the facility from the south portion of the site to the north
portion to provide better access to PCWPF and to accommodate the Town’s plans for future development of the
adjacent property, requiring additional soil investigation
and testing.
“By taking a lot of samples,” says Reid, “Kumar &
Associates was able to identify both the clay that needed
to be removed and the structural fill that could be borrowed from onsite to replace it.”
The berms required excavation of about 10,000 cubicyards of material and the balance of the project required
excavation of another 35,000 cu.-yds. Once ground was
broken, Moltz crews worked through the winter with no
stoppage, using heaters as necessary to meet spring
deadlines for beginning aboveground construction.

Precast wall panels and double-T roof girders were produced
and installed by Stresscon for the chemical building. The panels
are removable to allow for access or future modification to the
chemical storage system. Two panels were left uninstalled,
bottom, until ammonia tanks arrived onsite for installation.
Granular material suitable for structural fill was identified
onsite and borrowed to replace clay soils removed through
over-excavation.

Concrete placement began in January 2012 with basins
and building foundations cast-in-place. In July, installation
of precast wall panels for the chemical building began.
Installed between load-bearing cast-in-place columns, the
panels are designed so that they can be removed without structurally altering the building, providing flexibility
for future modifications to chemical storage if necessary.
“The ammonia tanks were onsite about a month later
than expected,” Reid says. “We held up installation of
the last two precast panels until the ammonia tanks were
installed. The wall system worked as designed.”
Precast double-T girders were installed and the building roofs were finished by October to allow installation

Plum Creek Water Purification Facility lies low alongside East Plum Creek within Town of Castle Rock.
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Cast-in-place basin construction continues in June 2012, above,
as the structure is backfilled and compacted. Chemical containment basins, below, are filled with water to test for leaks to
ensure secondary containment integrity before chemical tanks
are installed.
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Test,” adds Walt Schwarz, PE, the Town’s project manager.
“During the performance testing, a Pall representative
was dedicated to the facility every day and provided
training to the Town Operations Staff. Regarding start-up
of the overall PCWPF project, Moltz continued working
with subcontractors, equipment suppliers, the owner and
the engineer to fully address project punchlist and closeout work items. The cooperative atmosphere carried
throughout the entire project and led to a successful
team-oriented project that all can be proud of.” ●
of the plant equipment and
SCADA system during this past
winter. Membrane installation
was “nearly flawless,” according to Reid.
“The membranes were
a smooth install and startup,” he says of the Microza™
membranes system supplied
by Pall Corporation. “Pall was
definitely one of the best supplier partners on the project.”
“The Pall start-up included
a 30-day Initial Performance
Colorado Public Works Journal

Moltz Construction project mates at Castle Rock included, from left, Project Engineer
Thomas Baird, Excavation Foreman Shawn McKee, Project Superintendent Dustin Miller,
Carpenter Foreman Tim Herndon and Project Manager Toby Reid.
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Governments Enticed By Alternative Project Delivery Methods

C

apital improvement projects are major in scope primarily due to the amount of money being spent. When
it comes to public infrastructure, however, CIPs are also
major because their purpose is to benefit the masses and
their completion typically impacts a significant portion of
the local population. How these projects are delivered is
creatively evolving to better manage cost and impact
while yielding maximum benefit.
Assembling a team of qualified responsible parties
working together from concept to reality is a logical way
to get the best overall results but is no assurance of
timely, cost-effective performance. Trying to do the right
thing, inexperienced governments risk learning on the
job if they pursue project delivery centered around
owner-designer-contractor-supplier collaboration.
In 2007, State of Colorado passed House Bill 07-1342
enabling the State, its counties and municipalities authorization to use Integrated Project Delivery methods in
connection with Contracts for Public Projects to provide
more timely and/or cost-effective options for project
delivery. Through the bill, the Legislature declared that,
“It is the policy of the state of Colorado to encourage
public contracting procedures that encourage competition, openness, and impartiality to the maximum extent
possible.”
“The bill essentially allowed for the implementation
of non-traditional methods of project delivery to entities
that had never had experience doing such,” says Mike
Palumbo, a principal with Englewood-based Project One
Integrated Services LLC. “The idea is for a project’s
design to evolve, within the owner’s approved budget,
through collaboration of the partners, including the contractor’s input and feedback on schedule, means and
methods and constructability.”
Project One was founded in 1999 to assist owners in

Caption
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the management and administration of CIPs and today
specializes in alternative project delivery, evolving in step
with the methodology. The company melds its expertise
in construction and design engineering with expertise in
development, contracts, real estate, finance and management. Just before Christmas 2010, the firm was contacted
by Town of Castle Rock’s Utilities Department, who
wanted to talk to them about the Town’s plan to construct its new Plum Creek Water Purification Facility.
“Castle Rock found out about us through Denver
Water,” Palumbo continues, “who we’ve worked with
since 2000 on projects valued at more than $160 million.
Castle Rock wanted to pursue a collaborative yet structured delivery process, something the Town had never
done before. We were subsequently hired to help implement a process that would first select a design engineer,
then select a General Contractor/Construction Manager
responsible for building the facility. The goal was to setup a structure and process that allowed the Town to
assemble design and construction for the best design
at the lowest appropriate cost at the completion of the
project. Project One assisted the Town in assembling the
team in a process where the most qualified firms were
selected while still maintaining the ability to receive
competitive pricing for every element of the work. We
assisted in preparing appropriate RFQs and then in evaluating responses to create a short list of pre-qualified
firms, then created RFPs and assisted in selecting the
preferred partners, then finally assisted in drafting and
negotiating project contracts. The goal is to maximize
value at the lowest cost before the need to manage risk.
As we expected, the Integrated Project Delivery process
proved invaluable to the project’s overall success.”
The process requires the owner, designer and GC/CM
to work through the evolution of the project’s design.
Once finalized, the design is then utilized
to solicit competitive subcontractor bids
on various aspects of the work.
“Before any capital improvement
project,” explains Project One’s Kristen
Campbell, “the owner has to establish a
realistic budget. GC/CM bidders must
acknowledge that budget by providing a
preliminary budget based on the available
design documents and everything that
is reasonably inferable therefrom to
comprise a complete project during the
competitive selection process. The project
team then works collaboratively throughout the design phase, checking in at various
milestones on budget, schedule and quality
to ensure the owner’s goals are being met
Continued on page 31
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Processed Water Residuals Create Radioactivity Concerns

D

emand for water in Castle Rock is up to five times
greater during summer than winter, a disproportionate ratio that’s typical for water providers along
Colorado’s Front Range. When Town Council approved
construction of Plum Creek Water Purification Facility,
officials with Castle Rock Utilities Department understandably wanted the renewable water project online
ahead of the 2013 irrigation season. To speed completion,
the owner structured a GC/CM contract that got the
groundwork – literally – started while the treatment
process and related structure designs were still being
completed. The process brought together an experienced
project team that met the challenges presented by having
the new facility up and running in May.
One teammate played a critical “behind the scenes”
role in getting the PCWPF online as quickly as possible.
Broomfield-based S.M. Stoller Corp. was hired to assess
exposure risks to TENORM – Technologically Enhanced
Naturally Occurring Radioactive Materials – in residuals
from the new facility in hopes that sedimentation basin
sludge could be processed at the regional wastewater
reclamation facility.
“TENORM results when naturally-occurring material
of geologic origin undergoes process operations such as
extraction, purification and filtration of water,” explains
Stoller Program Manager Steve Brinkman, a professional
geologist. “The process concentrates, or enhances,
naturally occurring radioactive material, which includes

thorium, uranium and radium. Town of Castle Rock Utility
Department engineers identified the need to determine an
acceptable disposal option for water treatment residuals
early in the project’s planning.”
TENORM presents exposure risks because as the
radioactive material decays – and it does so continuously
– radon, a cancer-causing radioactive gas, is formed. If
radiation levels are high enough due to the concentration
of the residuals, then personnel exposure can also occur
from being in close proximity to the material. Drinking
water residuals, therefore, are regulated by USEPA and
Colorado Department of Public Health & Environment,
who provide disposal policy, general guidance and
suggested criteria for control and release of TENORM. At
Castle Rock, the additional TENORM loading of the wastewater collection and treatment system by the new WPF
might possibly cause solids disposal issues for Plum Creek
Water Reclamation Authority, so the best option for the
Town was to request a variance as outlined in CDPHE’s
guidance policy. If risk exceeded guidelines, CDPHE would
not grant the variance and the Town would not be allowed
to discharge PCWPF residuals to the system. The alternative to handle water treatment residuals was to construct
drying beds, but that would require land and the costly
expense of on-going maintenance and solids disposal.
“To determine the effects of the new plant on
TENORM loading,” Brinkman continues, “it was necessary
to study the entire wastewater collection system. Castle

Rock has four other drinking water
treatment plants discharging into the
wastewater system, so those plants
are contributing to the loading. In
fact, radionuclide concentrations are
typically higher in groundwater than
surface water. The Town had to consider all possible routes and risks of
exposure.”
Stoller determined the highest
TENORM levels occurred at each purification facility’s point of discharge,
but those levels were reduced through
dilution as the wastewater moved
downstream. During summer, a higher
volume of residuals is introduced to
the wastewater collection system
than in winter simply because more water is processed.
Stoller used the highest potential level of discharge for
each WPF in documenting risk calculations, which naturally
made CDPHE more comfortable in its decision to grant
the variance.
“In order to obtain the variance,” says Brinkman, “the
Town had to demonstrate through a comprehensive risk/
dose assessment that the potential maximum dose to any
individual throughout the entire process would be no more
than 25 millirem per year. The Town had to also determine
the potential impact to groundwater at the biosolids land
disposal site as well as quantify plant uptake of the
radionuclides. Based on the results of the investigation,
CDPHE granted Castle Rock a conditional variance allowing
Continued from page 28
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throughout the process. ”
The GC/CM is selected based on qualifications, proposed staff, schedule, an initial budget, a fixed fee and
not-to-exceed general conditions. Balance of the work is
then secured through competitive bids once the design is
substantially complete. The successful contractor was
even required to competitively bid in competition for work
it preferred to self-perform on the project.
On the Castle Rock project, the Town selected the use
of membrane micro-filtration for the treatment process
and procured the membrane systems before selection of
the GC/CM. That contract was assigned to the GC/CM,
Moltz Construction Inc., who obviously had to be comfortable with the owner’s pre-negotiated procurement terms.
“The membrane system represented a notable percentage of the overall cost of the Plum Creek Water
Purification Facility project,” points out Palumbo, “creating
consequential, potentially substantial risk to the GC/CM.”
For some clients and projects, Project One’s services
include management from inception through project
completion, but that wasn’t the case at Castle Rock. The
Town’s Walter Schwarz, PE, served as resident project
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it to discharge the residuals as requested for the next 10 years, helping
the Town to stay on schedule and save
a considerable amount of money.”
Stoller and Brinkman have extensive experience dealing with radiological and industrial waste characterization in water, soil and air, long
providing services to US Department
of Energy, mining operations and
utility districts across the western US.
The firm provided technical reports
to assist CDPHE in the formulation of
its TENORM guidance documents,
which are cited therein.
“The investigations we performed
for Castle Rock have been the most
comprehensive that have been done for any municipal
water supplier,” Brinkman concludes, “and as such this
report was given the highest level of scrutiny at the CDPHE.
We expect to see more and more municipalities facing
similar issues.”
CDPHE’s Solid Waste Program is hosting stakeholder
meetings with municipal water and wastewater providers
in the coming months to develop policy for the disposal
and beneficial use of exploration and production wastes.
The policy will be a part of a larger TENORM policy that is
being developed by the Department’s Radiation Control
Program. Visit colorado.gov/cs/Satellite/CDPHE-HM/CBON/
125164351998 for more information. ●
manager for the Utilities Department on PCWPF.
“The collaborative process worked very well,” Schwarz
says, “especially within the time constraints established.
Dustin Miller, Moltz’ project superintendent, and I worked
together on a daily basis to resolve issues. Some concerns
required us to formally request information from Burns
& McDonnell, the design engineer, who was then expected
to provide a quick response. That wasn’t always easy.
Often, the Town needed to be involved in the final resolution.”
“There are various levels of engagement for us as
consultants in the collaborative process,” concludes
Palumbo. “The process we implement focuses on setting
up the project for success by systematically identifying
goals and expectations of team members, developing
strategies and allocating risk. We believe this continuing
trend of collaborative delivery will drive improvements
throughout the industry.”
“The process creates a cooperative environment
where field personnel can and do work together,” adds
Schwarz. “This project has been successful because
the teammates are experts in their professions who
consistently and efficiently performed their respective
roles.” ●
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Regional Cooperation Helping Guide Castle Rock’s Water Master Plan

C

astle Rock’s 2006 Water Resources Strategic Master
Plan documented the Town’s preferred water supply
strategy along with alternatives to attain its overall goal
of establishing a 75 percent sustainable water supply
portfolio by 2065. A most important
element of the strategy was to “work
in partnership with other South Metro
providers to import surface water.”
Now, over six years later, those partnerships are clearly the key to achieving
the Town’s goals for long-term water
solutions.
“The preferred water supply strategy incorporates a
number of new renewable water sources and associated
infrastructure,” explains Water Resources Manager Heather
Beasley, PE, with the Town’s Utility Department. “That has
all remained consistent since 2006. Changes have occurred
not in the water supply strategy, but in how the Town
implements the strategy, and these changes are due to
significant advances in regional cooperation.”
Castle Rock’s demand for water is expected to increase
by 137 percent by 2065. An additional 5000 acre-feet of
imported renewable and reusable water supply must be
identified and secured long before then. While the Town
weans itself down from its dependency on groundwater,
at least on a percentage basis, it will still pump water
from Denver Basin aquifers for many years to come.
The Town planned its Legacy Water Projects, consisting of three major components, as part of its preferred water supply strategy. Negotiating long-term water
solutions with two providers selected through a 2011 RFP
process, the first step in efforts to acquire new source
water, is currently underway. Council will need to approve
agreements with the providers when definitive terms are

reached. And to manage water supply during peak demand
season, the Town in 2008 purchased 8000 acre-feet of
storage capacity in the newly-completed Rueter-Hess
Reservoir. The final component is construction of Plum
Creek Water Purification Facility,
which came online in June, to treat
water from Plum Creek’s alluvium,
source water the Town has been
using as replacement supplies in accordance with augmentation plans.
“Timing is everything, of course,”
continues Beasley. “As new source
water becomes available for our use, we will need to have
treatment and distribution infrastructure in place
ahead of demand. We continue to outline alternatives for
the future that protect the Town, which means going
it alone if necessary. Regional collaboration that offers
enhanced opportunities for all parties is always our preferred direction.”
Since May 2012, Council had been considering proposals solicited from four potential long-term water
providers. In October, Town Council voted in favor of
negotiating with Stillwater Resources & Investments Inc.
and the WISE – Water Infrastructure and Supply Efficiency –
partnership, which could result in renewable water being
imported within just a few years. WISE, a regional water
supply project between Aurora Water, Denver Water and
South Metro WISE Authority, will provide fully-treated
water to the WISE Authority for distribution to its
members on a permanent basis. City of Aurora’s Prairie
Waters system will provide the backbone for delivering
water from South Platte River when Aurora and Denver
have available water supplies and treatment capacity.
WISE also will enable Denver Water additional access to its
supplies through a pipeline agreement that
will allow Denver to use new infrastructure
approximately 15 percent of the time to
return South Platte water to Denver.
Founded in 1987, Boulder-based Stillwater Resources provides market-based
solutions to water supply problems, helping
clients acquire water for municipal, environmental and industrial needs. The company
has provided innovative, cost-effective
and environmentally-sound water supply
solutions for clients throughout the southwestern United States.
Partnering with Stillwater and WISE will
offer the Town a secure, flexible and diverse
water supply and could provide most of the
imported renewable water – 3000 to 4000
acre-feet – that the Town anticipates needWater Resources Manager Heather Beasley staffs the floc basins during the ing by 2065. The actual amount secured will
depend on the final agreements negotiated
new WPF’s open house in June.
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with Stillwater and WISE. A typical Castle Rock household uses about one-half
a/f of water per year.
In May, Town Council approved an
agreement to form and become a member of South Metro WISE Authority.
Through participation in the authority,
the Town is set to receive 1000 acre-feet
of water on average per year beginning
2020. A reduced amount of WISE water
is set to deliver in 2016, an amount that
will ramp up each year until its full subscription. The supply of water to Castle
Rock is a permanent, renewable, reusable supply of water that will be treated
at Aurora’s state-of-the-art Binney
Water Purification Facility and delivered
to Castle Rock via regional transmission
pipelines. Three contingencies must be met in order for
the delivery of WISE water to come to fruition: approval
of a pipeline agreement to move the water to the south
metro area; US Army Corps of Engineers approval to
store WISE water in Rueter-Hess Reservoir; and approval
of a separate agreement among 18 entities statewide to
work cooperatively on water resource issues.
Reclaiming Castle Rock’s treated effluent and lawn irrigation return flow discharges into Plum Creek is one
major plan component of the Town’s preferred water
supply strategy. As “connectors” in Plum Creek Water
Reclamation Authority, Castle Rock’s wastewater is
treated at the PCWRA treatment plant just north of town.
A portion of Town discharges provide non-tributary
groundwater that is reusable to extinction. Reclaiming
lawn irrigation return flows through the process has eliminated the need to implement – at least for now – the
non-potable treatment and distribution of water for
solely for irrigation, for which many other municipalities
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A base slab segment in the chemical storage area is
prepared for concrete placement. A total of approximately 1 million pounds of rebar and 5000 cubic
yards of concrete were used on the PCWPF project.

provide.
A regional approach to reclaiming PCWRA discharges
is favored due to presumed economies of scale. There are
still many considerations to study, such as how and where
the water will be reclaimed, treated and distributed.
Using existing infrastructure is a possibility to recover the
Town’s water from the South Platte at Brighton and deliver it to Rueter-Hess, but reclaiming the water closer to
its point of discharge on East Plum Creek will reduce
losses to evaporation.
“A critical component of the Strategic Master Plan is
to manage the groundwater aquifers,” Beasley says. “We
plan to use surplus treated water to recharge aquifers
whenever possible. The Town conducted an assessment
of the potential role and feasibility of an Aquifer Storage
and Recovery program and it is anticipated that ASR will
prove to be an effective storage program and will extend
the life of the aquifers.”
Phase II of the Feasibility Evaluation will include retro-
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Denver-based Velocity Constructors drills well for Town of Castle Rock, one of three new and two replacement alluvial wells
drilled by the contractor. Stainless steel well screen, right, will be installed near bottom of well.

fitting an existing well for ASR operations and performing
a pilot test. It will also evaluate implementation of the
ASR on a Town-wide scale. Phase II has been budgeted
$400,000 for the 2011-15 horizon and $500,000 for the
2016-20 horizon, respectively.
“Castle Rock’s Utilities Commission, comprised of

resident volunteers, supports the concept of the hybrid
alternate water supply solution,” concludes Beasley. “The
Town continues to reach milestones as we work toward
the goal of establishing a water supply that utilizes 75
percent renewable water by 2065.” ●
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Castle Rock public officials include, from second left: Mayor Paul Donahue and Councilmembers Clark Hammelman, Renee
Valentine, Jennifer Green, Mark Heath and Chip Wilson and Utilities Director Mark Marlowe. Ron Redd, far left, District Manager
of Parker Water and Sanitation District, served as Castle Rock Utilities Director from 2001-2012.
Continued from page 17

with Denver-based Velocity Constructors Inc. for construction of two replacement wells in the Town’s Plum Creek
South Alluvial Well Field and for three new wells in its
Central Well Field that will pump water to PCWPF.
“In addition to providing the design of the facility and
purification process,” says Castle Rock Project Manager
Walt Schwarz, PE, “Burns & McDonnell assisted in preparation of contract documents, permitting with State and
other local government agencies and with constructionrelated services such as the submittal review process.
Staff from Burns & McDonnell were available, seemed like
at any time, to address the various questions regarding
construction drawings and specifications. Anthony Beeson,
Jason Schaefer and their entire team also made sure that
the “Requests For Information” and “Field Orders” were
completed in a timely manner. The Burns & McDonnell
staff maintained excellent lines of communication during
both the design and construction phases of the PCWPF
project. ”
PCWPF treated its first water in April after 66 weeks
of construction costing $17.3 million. Treatment technologies include aeration, chemical pretreatment, flocculation/sedimentation, greensand filtration, membrane
filtration and disinfection. The facility will be enlarged as
demand requires and funding allows. It is expected in the
next five to 10 years that PCWPF will begin treating reclaimed water drawn from East Plum Creek downstream
of Plum Creek Water Reclamation Authority when necessary infrastructure is in place and operational.
“Castle Rock completed construction of its first water
works in 1893 to serve a few hundred people,” concludes
Marlowe. “Over a century later, the utility will move into
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the future with this state-of-the-art water plant capable of
treating and delivering up to 4 MGD of renewable water
to a population of over 50,000. As Castle Rock Water
secures additional renewable supplies available downstream of the Town, this plant can easily be expanded to
treat up to 12 MGD. It is a key element of the Legacy Water
Projects, which also include the quest for alternate water
supplies like the WISE project that will bring renewable
water from Denver and Aurora stored at Rueter-Hess
Reservoir during the winter for use during peak irrigation
season. These long-term renewable water programs will
work in unison with use of Castle Rock Water’s existing
groundwater resources and infrastructure as well as
water conservation to provide a total solution for the
community. The Town Council, the Utilities Commission,
and the community are to be commended for their commitment to the success of the Legacy Water Projects,
including this one. Town Staff and the Utilities Staff in
particular should also be recognized for bringing this
complex project online under budget and on schedule.
Finally, Project One, Burns and McDonnell, Moltz Construction, Stoller and all the other entities that partnered
with the Town on this project should be commended for a
job well-done. Castle Rock Water will need the continued
support of the Council, the Utilities Commission, and the
community to implement the remaining parts of the renewable water programs including the expansion of this
facility, building the pipes and pump stations for the WISE
project and the connection to Rueter-Hess. Securing longterm reliable water supplies is the most important aspect
of providing for the public health and safety and the
future of a community, and Castle Rock Water is committed to continuing to achieve this result.” ●
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